Snowdonia Surf Centre - 17th May 2017

At Pensarn

I was concerned that the profile of last week
week's B ride to the Surf Centre,, and the need to drive to
Abergele,, might deter people from joining so I was very pleased when fifteen riders assembled
at Pantri Bach café at Pensarn received the Café of The Year 2016 award (voted by Ch&NW
CTC). Phil Owen from Merseyside CTC and my cousin Richard from Sheffield were welcomed
to the group and we were soon heading
ing upwards into the mountains.

There were few complaints about the long climb, even as
it steepened to 17%. John F somehow managed to ride
ahead and be waiting on every corner to take more
photos - how does he do that?

The weather was kind to
us and the rain stayed in
England

although

it

would have been even
better to have some sun!

The Surf Centre was well received as a lunch venue
and it was good to see Roy Spilsbury there.

Soon we were speeding down to Conwy ( OK a few small climbs too!). The sand on the coast
path at Deganwy forced us to walk quite a way but we were in Llandudno in plenty of time to
allow for the optional extra ride around the Great Orme. Everyone elected to do this despite the
requirement to do an extra 600ft of climbing.

Richard showed us an excellent cafe in Rhos for ice-cream and/or coffee and soon we were
back at Pensarn.

The feedback I received indicated that this ride would be well received as a regular in the
programme - it certainly generated a lot of posts and photos on the C&NW Facebook page!

Where to for the C ride? There were three - (Brian L, Glennys and Roy) so a decision wasn't
difficult - they agreed on Old Ma's and Brian L chose the route. The weather wasn't as good as
the A group ride - it was overcast most of the time and threatened some drizzle. Service at Old
Ma's was rapid - a great improvement of old. All in all the ride of 43 miles was very enjoyable.
Many thanks to Brian for his choice of route.
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